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BRANCHED SURFACES AND ATTRACTORS. I:
DYNAMIC BRANCHED SURFACES

JOE CHRISTY

Abstract. We show how, using ideas of R. F. Williams about branched sur-

faces, hyperbolic attractors of flows on three manifolds may be classified up to

topological equivalence on an isolating neighborhood by a finite combinatorial

object, a swaddled graph.

Introduction

In 1960, Smale [Sml, Sm2], inspired by recent work of Peixoto on surfaces

[PI, P2], set the following twofold goal for Dynamical Systems: to find a rea-

sonable equivalence relation among flows on a manifold and an open and dense

subset of the space of all flows, for which the equivalence classes may be clas-

sified by numerical and algebraic invariants. A leading candidate for such an

equivalence relation is the notion of topological equivalence. Two flows, </>

and y/ , are said to be topologically equivalent, if there is a homeomorphism

of the underlying space which takes the oriented, unparametrized orbits of (f>

to the oriented, unparametrized orbits of y/. A flow (p is called structurally

stable, if any sufficiently close flow ip is topologically equivalent to </>. The

equivalence class of a structurally stable flow is open; the qualitative dynam-

ical features of a structurally stable flow are insensitive to the inaccuracies of

our observation. While many examples are now available to demonstrate the

nondensity of structurally stable flows on manifolds of dimension greater than

two, e.g. [AS, GW], these flows are the largest class for which a discrete clas-
sification up to topological equivalence is possible. Moreover, the theorem of

Robbin-Robinson [Rob], gives a sufficient geometrical condition for structural

stability, which, after Mané [M], is also necessary when the underlying manifold

is three dimensional. We call such flows hyperbolic; we define them carefully

below. The purpose of this paper is to give a complete, finite, combinatorial

description of two dimensional attractors of hyperbolic flows on three mani-

folds. Our goal is to produce a list of names for all such attractors which has

an understandably small redundancy and therefore effectively classifies these

attractors up to topological equivalence on an isolating neighborhood. These

names are simple enough to be manipulated algorithmically, reducing the study
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of the rich dynamics of these attractors to a mere formal exercise. Combined

with the work of DeRezende, Frank, Franks, Fried, Williams, and the author

on the structure of hyperbolic flows in dimension three on the one hand, and

the Structural Stability theorems of Mané, Robbin and Robinson on the other,

it should soon be possible to classify all structurally stable flows in three di-

mensions. Our construction also gives a plethora of examples of interesting

new foliations and laminations of three manifolds, a subject of much recent

interest to geometric topologists. In particular, unlike the examples of Gabai,

Hatcher, and Oertel, our laminations have no compact leaves, nor admit any

transverse measures, since every noncontractible leaf has contracting holonomy.

Our program is to exploit relentlessly an old idea of Williams [Wms], namely

to collapse a well chosen isolating neighborhood of a two dimensional attractor

along the one dimensional stable foliation to obtain a branched surface. For us,

a branched surface, crudely speaking, will be a two dimensional CW complex,

with a restricted sort of nonmanifold set, the branch locus, and well defined

tangent plane everywhere. It turns out that among all branched surfaces, the

'dynamic' branched surfaces that arise from such a collapsing have a rather

simple topological structure, which is imposed upon them by the ghosts of the

original flow and stable manifold foliation. The nonsingularity of the flow con-

strains the tangent bundle, while the one-dimensionality of the stable manifold

foliation requires the existence of a normal line bundle. This means that dy-

namic branched surfaces are determined by a regular neighborhood of their

branch loci supplemented sometimes by an identification of the line bundles

over certain boundary components of the regular neighborhood. This neigh-

borhood and identification, in turn, are completely determined by the 4-valent

graph underlying the branch locus and a labeling on the vertices, edges and cer-

tain cycles which reflects the structure of the tangent bundle and a normal line

bundle to the branched surface. These objects, which we will call tidy swaddled

graphs, are the combinatorial names for attractors that make up our list. The

original flow survives as a map from the underlying 4-valent graph to itself and

remarkably enough, the dynamics of this map are controlled by the topology of

dynamic branched surface and hence captured in the tidy swaddled graph. In

this paper we will review the correspondence between certain branched surfaces

and attractors, characterize these branched surfaces among all branched sur-

faces, and discuss their dynamics and relationship to tidy swaddled graphs. We

will see that to each tidy swaddled graph on our list there is a unique hyperbolic

attractor; in particular, we have the following theorems.

Theorem 3.1. A three dimensional isolating neighborhood M of a two dimen-

sional hyperbolic attractor A is determined, up to homeomorphism, by the tidy

swaddled graph B.

Theorem 4.2. The flow <p on a hyperbolic attractor A is determined, up to topo-

logical equivalence on the neighborhood M, by B.

This paper is part of a suite of papers. In [C2] we will show how to con-

struct the list of names, by generating all swaddled graphs and then checking

for the proper topology and dynamics. We also discuss the redundancy in the

list, that is the equivalence relation among swaddled graphs which give rise to
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branched surfaces obtainable by collapsing topologically equivalent flows. This

equivalence relation is generated by a few combinatorial moves on the swaddled

graph, and the complexity of a swaddled graph may always be minimized after

a finite number of moves. There are a finite number of simplest tidy swad-

dled graphs associated to a particular hyperbolic attractor A and they may be

explicitly derived from any tidy swaddled graph for A. The contents of this

paper are organized as follows. In §0 we review the relevant definitions and

theorems from the theories of hyperbolic flows and three dimensional topology.

In § 1 we carefully define branched surfaces and discuss collapsing a nice neigh-

borhood of an attractor to a branched surface. In §2 we prove a version of the

Poincaré-Hopf index formula for branched surfaces which allows us to char-

acterize those branched surfaces which admit nonsingular semiflows transverse

to their branch loci. In §3 we delve deeper into the topology of the branched

surfaces of the previous section and show how the branch locus organizes the

rest of the branched surface and tells us how to reconstruct, via exfoliation, a

three manifold from the branched surface. In §4 we will see how the branch

locus constrains the possible symbolic dynamics for a semiflow transverse to the

branch locus, and allows us to determine when the branched surface admits a

topologically transitive semiflow transverse to its branch locus. We also discuss

how the branch locus relates to the boundary periodic orbits of the flow. In

§5 we examine the relationship among topologically transitive semiflows, the

nonexistence of transverse measures, and incompressible surfaces. This will

provide an easy way of detecting certain sorts of simple dynamics, for example

Morse-Smale flows, on the exfoliated three manifold. In §6 we present some

simple examples of hyperbolic attractors in orientable three manifolds. Not

surprisingly, these include a flow transverse to the fibration of the figure eight

knot, which is well known to be obtainable, via the DA construction from the

suspension of the standard hyperbolic toral automorphism,   (2 ' ) •  We then

discuss some examples of tidy swaddled graphs and branched surfaces which

cannot arise from hyperbolic attractors in three manifolds. Finally, for contrast,

we present an example of an attractor on a nonorientable manifold.

I would like to dedicate this paper to Avril Thome, without whose inspira-

tion this work would never have begun. It is an honor to acknowledge many

useful conversations on this material with John Franks, David Fried, and Bob

Williams,without whose support the research would never have been completed.

It is a pleasure to thank the referee for helping me understand the true nature

of tidy swaddlings. Finally, I would like to thank the Institute for Advanced

Study, Boston University, and the University of California, Santa Cruz, for

their hospitality during the many revisions of this paper.

0. Background material

Throughout, M3 will be a compact Riemannian three manifold with bound-

ary and <f>t will be a nonsingular flow of class C2, transverse to dM. Good

general references are the texts of Hempel [He] for three dimensional topology

and Shub [Sh] for dynamics. Recall that a point x is said to be e-pseudoperiodic

under cp if there are points Xo = x, xx , ... , x„-\ , xn = x, and times t¡,

such that d(<pt,Xi, x¡+x) < e, Vz = 0,  ... ,  n - 1.   We call a point which
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is e-pseudoperiodic for all e > 0, chain recurrent, and denote by 32 the set

of all such points. We say that 3¿ is hyperbolic if the tangent bundle to M

over 3¿ admits a hyperbolic splitting, T¿gM = £'*©£'"© Es, where E* is the

tangent line field to (p, and for some Riemannian metric on M, £" and Es

are respectively exponentially expanded and contracted by <p, that is, there are

X > 1 and c > 0 such that for all future times t > 0 and all vectors v in

Eu , ||(<M*u|| > cXl\\v\\, and similarly for Es. The Stable Manifold Theorem
guarantees that E" , E^ © Eu , Es, and E* © Es are tangent to </>-invariant

laminations Wu , W^u , Ws, and W^ , the strong unstable, unstable, strong

stable and stable laminations, (a lamination of M is a foliation of a closed

subset of M ). We say that a flow satisfies the strong transversality condition if

Wu is transverse to W^s everywhere. Finally we say that a flow is hyperbolic

if its chain recurrent set is hyperbolic and it satisfies the strong transversality

condition. Two flows, (p and y/ , are said to be topologically equivalent, if there

is a homeomorphism of the underlying space which takes the orbits of <f> to

the orbits of y/. A flow </> is called structurally stable, if any sufficiently close

flow y/ is topologically equivalent to <p. The theorem of Robbin and Robinson

asserts that a hyperbolic flow is structurally stable and the theorem of Mané

gives the converse in dimension three. Smale's spectral decomposition theorem

says that the chain recurrent set of a hyperbolic flow decomposes uniquely as a

disjoint union of compact, <p -invariant basic sets, A,, each containing a dense

orbit. Recall that a flow on a space which has a dense orbit is said to be (topo-

logically) transitive. A basic set, A, as above with the additional property that

it has a neighborhood % such that f|i>0 <$>fä = A , will be called a (hyper-
bolic) attractor. A smooth, closed neighborhood M as above, with boundary

transverse to <f>, and A contained in the interior of M, is said to be isolating.
Note that any two isolating neighborhoods of an attractor are isotopic along the
flow. It is easy to see that for a hyperbolic flow the attractors are either fixed

points, isolated closed orbits, or two dimensional, so-called strange attractors.

These last will be our main concern in this paper; it is our hope that they will

no longer remain strange.

1. Branched surfaces and collapsing

Our definition differs slightly from other definitions in the literature; it is

more limited than [Wms], since we need only consider the generic case of
Williams' definition, and more general than [O], since we do need to consider

transversely nonorientable codimension one laminations and nonorientable am-

bient manifolds.

Definition 1.1. A branched surface, W, is a two dimensional complex which is

locally homeomorphic, via orientation preserving charts 4>, to a neighborhood

on one of the following two models. Furthermore, the transition maps for these

charts are required to be smooth.

z = e-(x-y)-\    y-x>0"

or z = 0 > ,

or z = -e_(x+y)~2, y + x > 0 .

(right) {x,y,z)£
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Figure 1.1. Left and right crossings

Figure 1.2. Left and right crossings, after Williams

or

(left) {x,y,z)£

z = e-(x+y)    t     y + x>0)

or z = 0

or z = -e -ix-y)- , y - x > 0 J

One should compare Figure 1.1 with the traditional pictures of Williams

[Wms] in Figure 1.2, which unfortunately obscure some of the geometry which
is crucial to our later arguments.

The branched surfaces of interest to us will have a natural embeddings in

three manifolds, and hence we will need to speak of their normal line bundles.

Definition 1.2. A normal line bundle v to a branched surface W is a space

locally diffeomorphic to the R bundle spanned by £¿ over one of the local

models above, with the transition maps for these charts preserving the vertical
direction.

We now introduce some terminology, illustrated in Figure 1.3. We call points

sent by (p to (0,0,0), crossings, and the set of points sent by 4> to the rays

x = ±y, ijíO, arcs of double points. Together they form the branch locus, B,

of W. When W is compact, B will be a union of smooth circles with normal

crossings. We will denote by ^ a small, smooth, closed regular neighborhood

of B in W. We will refer to the components of W\int(;JO as the sectors of W.

On y there is a natural homotopy class of nonsingular tangent vector fields,

namely those which are everywhere transverse to B and point from the locally

two-sheeted side to the one-sheeted side of B in W. We will call any such vector

field a maw vector field. In the dynamic branched surface which caricatures a
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Figure 1.3. A piece of y and some of its parts

hyperbolic attractor in an isolating neighborhood, orbits are swallowed up in

the maw. In Figure 1.1 we are looking normal to the maw, while in Figure 1.2

we are looking down it.
Away from the crossings, ^ will be a triod- or y-bundle over B, with one

of the angles pinched between the top and bottom of the Y ; in a neighborhood

of a crossing, %f will be homeomorphic to the cone on the 1-skeleton a tetra-

hedron, with the dihedral angles pinched consistently with the pinching of the

p' bundle structure over the adjacent edges of B. In the tangent bundle to W,

the complement to the tangent line to any smooth circle in B will be oriented
by choosing the locally one-sheeted side of W, so the circles of B will always

be orientation preserving curves in W. Note that the normal direction to the

pinching of the F-bundle structure of J^ over B determines, and is consistent

with, exactly one line bundle v over ^, up to homotopy. An orientation of

v over a smooth circle C in B is the same as a consistent choice of one of

the two tangent branches of the ^, so the bundle over C is nonorientable pre-

cisely when there is globally only one sheet at the top of the Y ; this occurs, for

example, near the branch locus of the suspension of the doubling map z i-> z2

on the circle {z|||z|| = 1}. Figure 1.4 shows an immersion of this ^ in R3.

For a more detailed examination of this phenomenon, see [C3].

For a codimension one hyperbolic attractor we construct W by collapsing M

along Ws, and choosing v to be the quotient of Es. That a branched surface

as above arises and not an object with wilder branching, is equivalent to dM

and Ws being in general position. Standard techniques [Wms] allow one to

arrange this by replacing a given M with a homeomorphic submanifold. We

will assume that this has been done and further, that M has been isotoped by
flowing forward along <j> so long that good hyperbolic estimates hold throughout

M. Since Ws is 4> -invariant, <p descends to a nonsingular semiflow a on W.

The fact that <f> is transverse to d M and uniformly contracts plaques of Ws

implies that the vector field which generates a will be transverse to B and flow

down ^ from the locally two-sheeted side to the locally one-sheeted side, in
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Figure 1.4. The Möbius F-bundle

other words, the generator is a maw vector field. Since cp is hyperbolic, a will

be expanding, in other words er» exponentially expands the lengths of vectors

in rW/E^y . Since <p is topologically transitive, a will also be transitive. For

brevity, we will refer to such a triple (W, v, a) of a branched surface, normal

line bundle, and an expanding, transitive, nonsingular semiflow transverse to

its branch locus, as a dynamic branched surface. Notice that the nonsingularity

and expanding character of a imply that no ordinary surfaces are in this class.

In the next section we will see that, for a dynamic branched surface, the

topology of the sectors is so simple that v\^ has at most one extension across

the sectors, so that there is only one possible v , given B ; moreover, in light of

the embedding theorem in [C3], the case where B consists of a single component

without crossings cannot occur. Note that B will be the disjoint union of

a 4-valent graph, that is, a graph with precisely four edges incident on each

vertex, and a number of smooth circles. We think of a neighborhood in B

of a crossing lifted to the tangent plane to W at the crossing, and first we

label B in the quadrant where W has three sheets with either an Ä or L,

corresponding to the handedness of the crossing. Next we choose a maximal
tree in B and consider the remaining edges, which generate nx{W). Each of

these that reverses the orientation of v (which gives the transverse orientation

to W ) while preserving the orientation of W, will be marked with an M, for

mirror. From this much of the swaddled graph one recovers the topology of

y by replacing each vertex by the appropriate local model for a crossing, and

joining these by F-shaped bands, identifying the ends of the lower branches of

the F's and preserving or reversing the cyclic order of the upper two branches,

according as the corresponding edge of B has a mirror or not. See Figure 1.5

for the swaddling of edges; note that on the right, "y is merely immersed, not

embedded in R3.

Definition 1.3. A swaddled graph Bs is a graph B, all of whose vertices are 4-

valent, which may have components which are circles without vertices, together

with the following additional data:

(1) an embedding of a neighborhood of each vertex into a neighborhood of

the origin in the plane, and an R or an L in one of the quadrants that

this embedding determines,

(2) M's on some of the edges outside of a maximal tree.
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Figure 1.5. Swaddled edges

A swaddled graph is bundled as tightly as a newborn infant; the underlying

graph is the base of two line bundles.

It is clear that the swaddled graph determines z/L. Notice that f/ can

have boundary components which lie entirely on the locally two-sheeted side of

Bs or entirely on the locally one-sheeted side of Bs. We call these boundary

components dangling incoming and outgoing boundary circles, respectively.

Definition 1.4. A tidy swaddled graph is one with a one-to-one pairing of the

cycles of Bs homotopic in p' to boundary components which lie entirely on the

locally two-sheeted side of Bs with those homotopic to boundary components

which lie entirely on the locally one-sheeted side of Bs, each pair labeled by an

ordered pair (t, n), where / is an element of {+, -} and n is an element of

{+,0,-}.

The pairing above tidies up the loose ends at the dangling boundary circles;

it is precisely the data needed to fix an extension of v over the annular sectors

of W. The tidying label specifies a homotopy class of bundle isomorphisms be-

tween the restrictions of the normal bundle v to the dangling boundary circles;
t describes the effect of the isomorphism on the orientation of the base, W,

and n describes the effect on the orientation, if any, of the fibers of v around

the cycle. The geometry of the labeling is discussed in detail in §3 below.

If Bj has no mirrors, then the only loops that reverse the transverse orienta-

tion of y are those (necessarily with corners at some of the crossings) around

which jp has an odd number of half twists, in which case the loop reverses

the orientation of J^ as well, so that the total space of i/L, is orientable. See

Figure 6.3 for an example. Conversely, if Bs has an edge with a mirror, then

the corresponding element of nx reverses the orientation of v and preserves

the orientation of ^, so the total space of z/L, is nonorientable. When Bs

has no mirrors we will speak of W, by extension, as having no mirrors.

2. The Poincaré-Hopf index theorem for branched surfaces

For dynamic branched surfaces, not only does the swaddled graph B encode

all the topology of ^ , but a version of the Poincaré-Hopf index formula also

dictates that the sectors of W have a particularly simple form. The underlying

geometrical truth is the following:

Wringer Lemma 2.1. On any dynamic branched surface, we can always find a

small, smooth, closed, regular neighborhood ^ of B such that the pair (J^, a)

is locally diffeomorphic to the model in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. The Wringer Lemma asserts that the dy-

namics of a near B are like laundry passing through a

wringer

In particular, a will have precisely two internal langendes with &y, to the

sides of each crossing of B. Conversely, any branched surface has a neighborhood

y of its branch locus which admits a semiflow o having precisely two internal

langendes with dy near each crossing of B.

Proof. Work in local coordinates. Notice that the angle between a and B is

uniformly bounded away from 0, so there is no problem along the arcs of double

points. Near the crossings,we can use flow box coordinates in which B looks

like a pair of transverse smooth arcs and take the boundary of y to be given

by the branches of two hyperbolae asymptotic to the tangent directions of B at

the crossing.   D

From this we can deduce the following. Here we abuse our terminology

slightly and speak of the sectors of W as though they were the closures of the

components of W\^. We also ignore the well-known case where W is an

ordinary surface.

Theorem 2.2. A branched surface W supports a nonsingular semiflow a , trans-

verse to B, if and only if # (W) = 0 {as a two complex), and the sectors of W are

either discs with boundaries doubly externally tangent to o, or interval bundles

over the circle with boundaries transverse to a.

In the first case, we glue the sectors to what we will call bitangent boundary

circles of y, and in the second, to pairs of dangling incoming and outgoing

boundary circles. See Figure 2.2.

y in a branched surface which supports a nonsingular a rh B.

Proof. First, notice that /(W) = #(B) + x (sectors), and since B is 4-valent,

#arcs = 2(#crossings), so /(B) = #crossings - #arcs = -(#crossings). Now, the

Wringer Lemma shows that the only singularities of cr|sectors are two external

tangencies with the boundary near each vertex of B. External tangencies with

the boundary of a surface have index \ , so applying the ordinary Poincaré-Hopf

index theorem we can only have surfaces with nonnegative Euler characteristic

as sectors, that is discs, annuli and Möbius bands. Moreover, their boundaries

must either be transverse to the semiflow in the case of zero Euler characteristic,
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Figure 2.2. The possibilities for boundary components

of y in a branched surface which supports a nonsin-

gular a rh B

or have precisely two external tangencies in the case of discs; thus we have the =*•

direction. For the <= direction, we construct the pair (W, a) in the obvious

way by gluing sectors with flows as above to the neighborhood y from the

Wringer Lemma.   D

Lemma 2.3. A dynamic branched surface never has Móbius band sectors.

Proof. Applying the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem to the lift of a to an ori-

entable double cover of such a sector, we see that it must contain an attracting

closed orbit, so that the underlying semiflow on W would not be topologically

transitive.   D

3. The tidy swaddled graph determines the topology of

a neighborhood of the attractor

Next we elucidate the pairing of the outgoing dangling circles with the in-

coming ones. The pair of labels (t, n) tells us how to join the these circles by

an annular sector and extend v across the sector. Giving the annulus a prod-

uct structure S'xD1 and thinking of the interval factor as the parameter, an

interval bundle over the annulus realizes a homotopy between its restrictions to

the boundary components of the annulus. Thus an extension of v across an

annulus is the same as a homotopy class of isomorphisms of interval bundles

over the circle, [Hi]. The description of such homotopy classes is entirely a

matter of keeping careful track of orientations, which we proceed to do.

First of all, we orient the boundary circles of y by declaring them to be
positively oriented when y lies on our right as we face forward; put another

way, at each point c of a boundary circle C, the ordered pair (inward normal

in y to C at c, positive tangent to C at c ) form a positively oriented

basis of Tcy = R2. This construction is unambiguous since the boundary

of a surface always has an orientable collar. Having chosen orientations, we

can distinguish between the homotopy classes of homeomorphisms of the base

circles by their effects on the orientations. With our orientation, a maw vector

field will point to the right on dangling incoming boundary circles and to the left
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on dangling outgoing boundary circles. Since a is generated by a maw vector

field and extends it across the annular sector in question, the natural maps

between paired dangling boundary circles will reverse the orientations of the

normals to the circles within their collars in y , so it makes sense to label the

homeomorphisms which reverse the orientations of the circles with t = + , since

they preserve the orientations of the collars, and to label the other homotopy

class by t = - . Next, observe that there are two isomorphism classes of interval

bundles over the circle. If v is nonorientable over both dangling circles, we

assign the label n = 0. If i^ is orientable, then, having specified the effect of

the bundle isomorphism on the base orientations, we will use the effect on fiber

orientations to distinguish the homotopy classes. We can make this explicit by

agreeing that, as we face forward on a boundary circle with orientable v , the

fibers of v should be oriented to our left. With this convention, we assign the

label n = + when the fiber orientation is preserved, and n = - when it is

reversed.

If W has mirrors, it may not not be possible to tidy the swaddling. For

example, in the suspension of the doubling map of the circle (see Figure 1.4)

B is a circle with a single mirror, and there is one sector, which is an annulus.

Since the outgoing dangling circle of y is homotopic to B, v is a Möbius

band there, while over the incoming dangling circle, being homotopic to 2B, v

is an annulus. Unfortunately, there is no interval bundle over the annular sector

with such behavior over the boundaries. In general, a branched surface embeds

in a three-manifold precisely when the total number of mirrors in the branch

locus crossed by the boundary of each sector is even [C3]. In §6 we will give

an example of a branched surface which does have mirrors and comes from an

attractor in a nonorientable three-manifold.

From a tidy swaddled graph B^ we can now decide whether or not there is

a dynamic branched surface W with branch locus B and, if there is, uniquely

reconstruct W from Bs. This is because the swaddled graph Bs determines y

and if y has boundary circles with four or more essential tangencies, or an im-

balance between the number of outgoing and incoming boundary circles, then we
have seen that it embeds in no branched surface supporting a nonsingular semi-

flow, transverse to B. On the other hand, if Bs gives rise to a y with allowable

tangencies and equal numbers of incoming and outgoing dangling circles, then

for any boundary circle of y, there is exactly one topological type of sector

possible, depending on the number of essential tangencies. Moreover, there is

exactly one extension of v across the sectors, which is dictated by the tidying in

the case of annular sectors. Given a dynamic branched surface we can recover

a two dimensional hyperbolic attractor A by exfoliating. This can be thought

of as taking the inverse limit of W under a, but it is geometrically equivalent

to the following construction, illustrated in Figure 3.1, which also gives an em-

bedding of A in a three-manifold. Replace the closures of the sectors of W

by the interval bundles over them specified by the swaddling on their bound-

aries and a by <j> = {a x a contracting flow on I, transverse inward along dl),

and then glue over B, consistent with z/L,, making <j> smooth and smoothing

the boundary in the maw of W. This smoothing will give rise to a circle of

tangencies of ÖM and W*s, which we will also refer to as the maw of <9M.

This produces a three-manifold M with a flow <p transverse to d M and
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Figure 3.1. Thickening near B

chain recurrent set a single attractor. Furthermore, the W^ lamination ex-

tends to a foliation F of M, gotten by saturating the sets {(interval in B) x

(point in I)} by $. This foliation has no closed leaves and is transverse to dM.

Since W is a deformation retract, along Ws, of the exfoliated M3, 7ti(M) =

7Ti(W). Now 7Ti(W) is presented by the edges of B - (a maximal tree), sub-

ject to the relations gotten by killing the words corresponding to doubly tangent

boundary circles of y and making HNN extensions conjugating the paired

dangling circles (here we adjoin a new generator and a new relation saying that

the new generator conjugates the two words in the old generators corresponding

to the dangling circles [He]). Since M3 has a boundary, a standard argument

constructs incompressible surfaces [He]; since it supports a foliation transverse
to its boundary without closed leaves, a theorems of Novikov [N] and Roussarie-

Thurston [Rou] tells us that it is irreducible. Therefore M is Haken. We can

present nx{dM.) as a subgroup of nx(M) as above, only now the relations

come from the dl bundles over the sectors, rather than the sectors themselves.

Therefore, by Waldhausen's theorem [Wald, He], M is determined up to home-

omorphism by its fundamental group and peripheral subgroups, which, we have

just seen are determined by Bs, hence

Theorem 3.1. An oriented three dimensional neighborhood of a two dimensional

hyperbolic attractor is determined, up to homeomorphism, by the tidy swaddled

graph Bs.   O

4. Swaddled graphs and dynamics

The tangency structure on the boundary circles of y (which is determined

by B ) also tells us about the first return map p to B, and so allows us to

recover the dynamics of <j>. This is because the edges of B can often be refined

to give a Markov partition for o whose allowed transitions are determined by

the topology of W and its sectors. At first glance it seems that there may be

many dynamically inequivalent Markov partitions consistent with B, but we

will see that this is not the case. We will show in Proposition 4.1 below that

any two expanding semiflows o and a' on W can be connected via an arc of
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expanding semiflows, so that the exfoliated flows <p and cp' will be connected

by an arc of hyperbolic flows, hence, by structural stability, <p and (/>' will be

topologically equivalent.

In light of the simplicity of the proof and the importance of the result, sev-

eral remarks about this proposition and its analogues in simpler situations are in

order. First, while there is no corresponding proposition for general expanding

maps, in the one dimensional case, it follows from the convexity of the space of

invariant measures and the techniques of Parry [Pa]. Parry's theorem implies

that an expanding maps of one manifolds are conjugate to canonical piecewise

linear models, and hence, in certain situations, conjugate to one another [Ta].

Notice, however, that o and a', will not, in general, be topologically equiva-

lent, since the periodic or aperiodic character of the orbits of the crossings of

B in W can change under arbitrarily small perturbations. Second, the most

straightforward analogue of our proof would be for expanding flows or vector

fields on ordinary manifolds, but, as we remarked above, there are none.

Proposition 4.1. Any two expanding, nonsingular semiflows on a branched sur-

face may be joined by an arc of expanding semiflows.

Proof. First we must make more precise our notion of an expanding semiflow.

We will say that a semiflow on W is expanding iff there is a Riemannian metric

such that for some complement E in TW of the subbundle generated by ^

there are constants C > 0 and X > 1 such that ||(crí)*tí|| > CA'||u||, Vi > 0,

Vu e E. If this holds for some complement E, then clearly it will hold for

any other complement E', with perhaps a different constant C . The property

of being expanding is a local one in that, if we can establish that there is some

to such that for every point w of W, the expanding property holds for w

for all times less than to, then by compactness and the semigroup property,

the expanding property holds for all w and t. Suppose that a and a' are

two expanding semiflows on W. Since o and a' are transverse to the branch

locus the instantaneous passage across the branch locus has no effect on their

expanding character.

We are left then the problem of interpolating between o and a' on the sec-

tors, W\B. The following elegant argument was suggested to us by David Fried.

The semiflows on the sectors are unique up to topological equivalence; either

we have a flow on a disc which flows from an incoming arc on the boundary to

an outgoing arc, and the arcs are separated by a pair of internal tangencies, or a

flow on an annulus which flows from one boundary component to the other. On

any particular sector then, we may suppose, after conjugating a' by diffeomor-

phisms (necessarily isotopic to the identity since annuli and discs have trivial

groups of mapping classes fixing setwise the boundary components), that the

orbits of o and a' are identical, and the difference between the flows will be

reflected in the difference between the induced metrics which exhibit their ex-

panding nature. Therefore, since the preliminary conjugacy is connected to the

identity by an arc of diffeomorphisms, showing that o and o', when restricted

to some sector, may be connected by an arc of expanding flows, is equivalent

to showing that if we have a fixed flow cr0 with fixed complement Eo which

is expanding relative to two different metrics, then we may connect the metrics

by an arc of metrics, relative to all of which, oo is expanding. This is easy

though, since we can just linearly interpolate between the given metrics and use
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the smaller of the constants C and C and X and X' for the defining estimates.

Finally, in order to ensure that the interpolating arc of expanding flows ex-

tend smoothly across the branch locus, we point out that the Wringer Lemma

gives topologically equivalent models for both a and a' on y . Just as on the

sectors, we interpolate between the metrics which exhibit the expansion of o

and a1 on y to produce an arc of topologically equivalent, expanding semi-

flows on y interpolating a and a'. Using a partition of unity to patch this arc

together with the arcs of expanding flows above on the sectors, we are done.    D

It is worth remarking that when B has dangling circles, rotating the vector

field which generates a as it crosses an annular sector to produce a new semiflow

a1 has the same effect on the global semiflow as fixing the vector field, cutting the

sector open along its core and then reglueing with a (possibly fractional) Dehn

twist, or earthquake [T]. Since the latter clearly has no effect on the expanding

nature of a , (measuring the expansion relative to the earthquaked metric shows

that we can take C and X constant throughout the twist), the exfoliated flows

<p and cp' will be topologically equivalent. The situation is illustrated in Figure

4.1. In particular, if the rotation is enough to induce a full twist, then the

homeomorphism giving the equivalence no longer need be chosen to be isotopic

to the identity.
In any case, we may choose a particular expanding semiflow for which the

crossings are periodic, and hence the edges of B can be refined to give a Markov

partition. Now the elements of the partition corresponding to the incoming

boundary of some sector must map to the elements coming from the outgoing

boundary of that sector, preserving their order, and this structure is dictated by

B. Since the Markov partition for o will exfoliate to a Markov partition for

the flow, and this Markov partition completely describes the dynamics of </>,

we have:

Theorem 4.2. The flow cp on a hyperbolic attractor is effectively determined, up

to topological equivalence, by B.   D

The structure of W as encoded in B also tells us about the boundary periodic

orbits of A [Cl]. These are the orbits of points that have a component of

Ws{x)\{x} disjoint from A. It is a theorem that to every component of <9M

we can associate such points,  and that they are necessarily periodic. They are

Figure 4.1. An earthquake about the core of an annu-

lar sector is equivalent to rotating the vector field that

generates o near the core
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Figure 4.2. A coherent torus, on the left, and an inco-

herent torus, on the right

a fundamental ambient invariant of a codimension 1 hyperbolic attractor, and

in particular they control how A may be situated relative to other basic sets in

a hyperbolic flow, and whether A has Birkhoff sections (see [Cl] and below).

From the Poincaré-Hopf index formula, it follows that every component of

dM has ^ = 0, in other words, be either a torus or a Klein bottle. Note that

a boundary periodic orbit y homotopes out along its stable manifold to give a

homotopically nontrivial, oriented circle c in dM. Pushing orientations along

Ws, we see that when the corresponding component of M is orientable, Wu{y)

is orientable.

Definition 4.3. We say that two boundary periodic orbits for which the corre-

sponding circles are antiparallel, i.e. bound an annulus in dM, are incoherent

and that the corresponding boundary component is incoherent. If they are paral-

lel, {bound an annulus in dM with the orientation of one reversed) we say that

they are coherent. See Figure 4.2.

Since it was shown in [Cl] that every component of d M is associated with

at least one boundary periodic orbit, all components of d M which are tori or

have more than one boundary periodic orbit are either coherent or incoherent.

To discuss the case of K2 boundary components with exactly one boundary

closed orbit we must first recall that up io the action of the mapping class group
there are three isotopy classes of essential simple closed curves. See Figure 4.3

for a picture; for a proof see the appendix. If we represent K2 as the quotient of

E2 by the group generated by a translation and an independent glide reflection,

these three classes are represented by the two axes and the boundary of a tubular

neighborhood of the axis of the glide reflection.

In the orientation double cover, the axis of the glide reflection lifts to a single

curve and the boundary of its neighborhood lifts to two parallel curves while

the axis of the translation lifts to two antiparallel curves.

I-T-"-1
-1-

.\.
-1-

I

Figure 4.3. The three isotopy classes of essential closed

curves on the Klein bottle
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Definition 4.3 bis. When the boundary periodic orbits are in the first two classes,

we say that K2 is coherent, otherwise it is incoherent. If the components of dM

are all coherent, then we refer to A itself as coherent, otherwise it is incoherent.

Previously, building on earlier work of Bowen and Fried, we had shown

that, except for incoherent attractors and repellors,the study of any hyperbolic

basic set of a nonsingular Axiom A flow satisfying the strong transversality

transversality condition can be reduced to the study of pseudo-Anosov maps

of surfaces via the introduction of Birkhoff sections. A Birkhoff section is a

slight extension of the ordinary notion of cross section where we allow there

to be boundary components parallel to the flow. See [Cl] and the references

therein. Unfortunately the question of the actual existence of any exceptions

was left open; below we will give the first examples of incoherent attractors. The

boundary periodic orbits may be difficult to identify directly from the semiflow

(j on W, however they are intimately related to the maw:

Proposition 4.4. The boundary periodic orbits of A are homotopic to circles

which interleave with the maw, and hence determined by B.

Proof. Consider W^S{1\) n 9M. The maw consists of circles which divide

dM into open regions where Ws is transverse to d M and consequently Z? =

W^s{K)\~\dM inherits an orientation from (p. ApplyingPoincaré-Bendixson to

the orientation covers of these regions we see that the foliation y has a closed

leaf in each such region. Now the closed leaves of ZF cannot bound discs in

their leaves of W^S{K) since these circles, lying in dM, are transverse to <f>,
so that any disc they would bound would have to contain a singularity of <f>, a

contradiction to our assumption that <j> is nonsingular. Moreover, the circles

cannot bound discs in dM, since the leaves of W*s are incompressible. Any

leaf L of W^s containing a circle c of ZF must therefore contain a closed
orbit y homotopic to c. Now L intersects A in a closed invariant set and

since every orbit of <p which intersects c has y as its co -limit set, A must lie

entirely on the other side of y in L. In other words y is a boundary periodic

orbit.   D

5. The nonexistence of invariant transverse measures and

incompressible surfaces

There is another check of the transitivity of o available to us, namely the

existence of a nontrivial transverse invariant measure on W. The existence of a

transverse invariant measure is expressible in terms of the existence of nontrivial

solutions to the branch equations; these express the invariance condition that

the weight on the sector adjacent to an edge of B along the outgoing side must

be equal to the sum of the weights on the sectors adjacent to the edge on the

incoming side [FO]. See Figure 5.1.
A special case of an invariant measure is the push forward of a Dirac measure

concentrated on a surface in v transverse to the fibers; these correspond to

integral solutions of the branch equations. From our reconstruction of M, we

can also think of this surface as embedded in M, where a theorem Oertel [O]

tells us that it would be incompressible. This happens, for example, when our

flow has a closed invariant surface.
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Vweight b \

Figure 5.1. The branch equations

a+...+b+...+c+...+d+
+a+...+b+...-fc "*"

a+...+b+...+c+...+d

Figure 5.2. By successively solving the branch equa-

tions as we traverse certain orbits, we see that there are
no nontrivial solutions

Proposition 5.1. A dynamic branched surface can admit no nontrivial transverse
invariant measures.

Proof. The proof is depicted in Figure 5.2. As we trace the sectors traversed by

an orbit of o, the branch equations show that each successive sector must have

weight greater than the preceding sector, by an amount equal to the weight of

the other sector incident on the edge crossed, or the sum of the weights of the

other two sectors if the orbit passes through a crossing (these sectors need not

be distinct). Consequently, when an orbit first returns to a particular sector,

there is an equation of the form

(weight of the sector) + (something nonnegative) = (weight of the sector) ;

and when it next returns to this sector again, from a different sector than it did

in its intermediate return, there will be an equation of the form

2(weight of the sector)+(something else nonnegative) = (weight of the sector) ;

so the weight of the sector in question must be 0. The transitivity of the flow,

though, allows us to find such an orbit for any sector by first choosing three
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points, the first very near an incoming edge of that sector and the other two

close by on the two sectors flowing forward across the edge, then finding an

orbit which starts close to the first and then eventually passes close to the other

two. Thus there is no transverse invariant measure.   □

This does not detect all intransitive semiflows, but it is an easy criterion to

check, and very efficient in practice.

6. Examples

The best known of all hyperbolic attractors is the suspension of the DA of

the Thorn automorphism of T2,

(ïO-
This flow lives in the complement in S3 of the figure eight knot, and is trans-

verse to the well-known fibration. Its swaddled graph, and a neighborhood of

the branch locus are shown in Figure 6.1; Figure 6.2 illustrates the embedding

in S3.

There are two doubly tangent boundary circles, and with the labeling above

of the edges of B (the edge 1 is our maximal tree), we obtain the presentation

7ti(M3) = (x, y, z\xyzyz = 1 = xzxy) ,

which can be reduced to

nx{M3) = (y, z\zyzyzyzyzy) ,

the two bridge presentation of the knot group. There are two curves in the maw,

so there are two boundary periodic orbits, and they are meridians of the knot.

For the return map to B, we have

p : xl »-> ylxz,     p:yz^xzy\,

Figure 6.1. The swaddled graph and y of the suspen-

sion of the DA of the Thorn map
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Figure 6.2. The suspension of the DA of the Thorn

map embeds in the complement of the figure eight knot

in S3

Figure 6.3. An attractor which is neither orientable

nor transversely orientable. The boxes in the diagram
of y represent some odd number of half twists

where the overbar indicates that the orientation is reversed.   Giving this the

even punctuation

p : x i-» vl,     p : 1 h-> xz.,

p : y i-> xz,     p : z y-> y\ ,

we see that <p is topologically transitive on A.

Our second swaddled graph, in Figure 6.3, has precisely one boundary peri-

odic orbit, and comes from an attractor which is neither orientable nor trans-

versely orientable. The underlying three-manifold is orientable and has funda-

mental group with the presentation

%x = {x, y, z\xzxy = 1 = xyz2y)

which reduces to

Tl\ = (x , z\x2ZXZ2X2x).

While this manifold is an homology circle, it is not a knot complement in S3,

since the homomorphism x >-> 1 ,  z2 <-> 1  kills 7i\(dM), but does not kill
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ti i {M). We owe this observation to Jon Simon. The return map is given as

/i:xh zxy,    p : yz\ >-* Ixlyz.

The third example, in Figure 6.4, comes from an orientable three-manifold

with Hi (M ; Z) = Z © Z/5 . The fundamental group has the presentation

7i\ = {x, y, z\xzy2z = 1 = xyxz)

which reduces to

7i\ = (x, y\x2yxy2xyx).

The first return map is

p : xl i-* yxlz,    p:yz^lyzx.

There is just one boundary periodic orbit.

Figure 6.4. The isolating neighborhood of this attrac-
tor has torsion in its first homology

Figure 6.5. A swaddled graph with two dangling cir-
cles, one outgoing, at the bottom, and one incoming, on

the upper right
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Our fourth example, in Figure 6.5, has a pair of dangling circles, and hence

an annular sector when tidied up. When we have annular sectors there are four

possible ways in which the corresponding cycles in B may be identified, accord-
ing as the orientations of W along the cycles and the transverse orientations to

W over the cycles are preserved or reversed. Only the orientations of W along

the cycles affect the fundamental group of the exfoliated M. The transverse

orientations are reflected in the peripheral structure of M, that is the injections
of 7i\ (component of dM) in 7Ti(M). The element t in 7ti(M) which conju-

gates the dangling circles is only orientation preserving when exactly one of the

two orientations above is reversed. Thus, with these four tidy swaddlings, we

have four distinct attractors.

The (-, -) tidying exfoliates to give the 2 component link complement in

S3 shown in Figure 6.6, while the others can not embed in S3 , because either

they or their boundaries are nonorientable. The flow on the complement of the

fibered link is not transverse to any fibration, since our link is not prime and

hence has reducible monodromy, while our flow, being hyperbolic, would give

pseudo-Anosov monodromy [Fr].

With the W-orientation preserving glueing we get

7ti = (x, y, z, t\xzy = 1 = xyxz, ty = zt)

which reduces to

7Ti = (Z , / | tZtZtZtZtZtZ ) .

We leave it to the reader to check that if we set / = 1 in the first presentation

and eliminate z, then it reduces to the two bridge presentation of the trefoil,

and that when we glue so as to preserve the transverse orientation as well, z is

a meridian, confirming our identification of the link. The first return map is

p : Iz i-> ylxl,    p : x ^ zxy,    p:y^z.

Figure 6.6. Before tidying, the swaddled graph embeds
in the complement of a left trevoil. The dangling circles

are both meridians and the (-, -) tidying, the only one

possible ambiently in S3, exfoliates to the link comple-

ment on the right. Note that the y in Figure 6.5 must

acquire a full right twist in the uppermost band for an

embedding which extends across W
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Figure 6.7.  The three places (sector) x öl glues to-

gether near an edge e of B to form d M

With the W -orientation reversing glueing we get

7i\ = (x, y, z, 11 xzy = 1 = xyxz, ty = zt)

which reduces to

7l\  = (Z , t | tZtZtZtZtZtZ ) .

The first return map is

p : Iz h-> ylxl,    p:xi->zxy,    p:y>-*z.

In either case, there are two boundary periodic orbits. To see the boundaries,

we will carefully construct all four from the boundary of the three-manifold

gotten by splitting M along the cylinder, fibered by W^c, over the core of the

annular sector of W. The boundary of this manifold is built up from two copies

of each of the disc sectors, coming from the öl bundles over the sectors, and

two annuli, coming from the cylinder along which we split M. Now along each

edge of B, there are three ways in which the boundaries of the copies of the

sectors may be glued in <9M, either above B, below B, or in the maw; above

and below refer to some local transverse orientation to W along B. See Figure

6.7. When we keep track of this data and perform all the glueings of the disc

sectors we are left with two cylinders. The boundaries of the interval bundles

over the sectors are illustrated in Figure 6.8; Figure 6.9 shows the boundary of

M split open along the cylinder above.
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Figure 6.9.   The boundary of the exfoliation of the

swaddled graph in Figure 6.5

T2

(+,+)

(-.+)

K2

T^

T2

T>

Figure 6.10.   The boundaries of the four tidyings of

the swaddled graph in Figure 6.5

The four possible ways to pair the four boundary circles come from the four

tidyings of the dangling cycles of the swaddled graph B, see Figure 6.10. In

particular, when we reverse the orientation of W and preserve the transverse

orientation, we obtain a nonorientable three-manifold with an incoherent at-

tractor. To get an example on an orientable three-manifold, we need only take

the double cover which has two copies of the trefoil knot complement glued

each to the other as above. This answers the main open question from [Cl].

The swaddled graph in Figure 6.11 is unrealizable in a dynamic branched

surface, since it has quadruply tangent boundary circles.

From the swaddled graph in Figure 6.12, which differs from that in Figure

6.5 only in the parity of one crossing, come branched surfaces which carry

ancompressible surface and one can check that in the dynamics there are a

suspended 2-shift and either an attracting torus or Klein bottle, depending on

how the dangling circles are paired.
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Figure 6.11. This branched surface has a single sector,

so there must be four tangencies

Figure 6.12. No matter how this swaddled graph is

tidied up, it always carries an incompressible torus or

Klein bottle

Figure 6.13. The isolating neighborhood of this attrac-

tor is nonorientable

When there are mirrors in the swaddled graph we can get attractors on nonori-

entable three-manifolds, as in our last example, in Figure 6.13.

Note that the orientation double cover is our first example on the figure eight

knot complement. Here the fundamental group is (x, y\x2yxy2). The return

map is given by p : xy ^ xyxy. The boundary of M is a Klein bottle; the maw

is a single orientation preserving curve which interleaves with the orientation

reversing curves homotopic to the two boundary periodic orbits.

Appendix

Lemma. Up to the action of the mapping class group there are three isotopy

classes of essential simple closed curves on K2. See Figure 4.3.
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Proof. Consider an essential simple closed curve fê ; its normal bundle v can

be either a Möbius band or an annulus. In the first case, the complement

K2\yf of a small tubular neighborhood is also a Möbius band. We can con-

struct a homeomorphism of K2 to itself taking any simple closed curve ^\

with twisted normal bundle to any other such curve %_ by first defining it on

the complements of their tubular neighborhoods ¥?\yV[ and K2\y^ and then

taking an extension across the tubular neighborhood JZ\ which takes a collar of

the boundary of K2\A\ to JZ2 preserving the fiber structure on the the interior

of the collar and inducing a double cover of ^2 by the boundary of K2V^ ;

this map is unique up to isotopy. In the second case, the complement of a

tubular neighborhood is an annulus and there are now two ways to map the two

collars of the boundary of K2\^[ to y^ as above, according to the relative

orientations.   G
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